
orsolarROM is an oil spill imager that provides visual information about existing floating 
slicks and sheens, their  boundaries, thickness & location. orsolaROM is a high speed solution 
that can be carried by airplanes with small gimballed payloads. Due to the incorporated 
components  orsolaROM performance is outstanding providing high resolution high 
definitions images and videos.  The solar UV reflections from of oil spills are collected by 
orsolaROM and presented as a high contrasted image. orsolaROM can detect sheens as thin 
as 0.1µm  and show clearly their boundaries with water. orsolaROM is a compound system 
that consists of sensors with full spectral coverage ensuring compensating and overlapping 
information.  Ofil’s orsolaROM is a premium choice for detecting marine oil spills and offshore 
pipelines’  leaks. Information is digested on- the-fly just on time, can be transmitted and 
stored onboard. Findings are valuable during cleaning actions and are to evaluate dispersant 

operations. Recorded data is valuable for long term analysis and formulate guidelines.  orsolaROM is light in weight, simple 
to install and configured for gyro stabilized gimbaled payloads of sizes and mounts that match most helicopters.

HIGH SPEED 

High sensitivity to UV & IR sensors enables detection 
of oil spills during high speed flight of 150 knots at 
1000ft without smearing the output image or loosing 
information. 

FULL CONTROL  

The orsolaROM system is fully controlled through a 
Hand-Control-Unit  (HCU) that affects both the Turret-
Camera-Unit (TCU) and the mounted cameras. 

DATA MANAGEMENT  SYSTEM
orsolaROM supports data management systems 
by recording and storing findings. The information 
obtained can be integrated into existing data 
managemnet systems and used to evaluate, analyze 
and formulate guidelines. 

EASY INSTALLATION & LOW WEIGHT
Gimbals are designed and manufactured using 
a lightweight structure and composite covers. 
Installation is simple and standard.

STABILIZED PAYLOAD
A fully digital 4-axis active gyro stabilization system 
compensates for the aircraft movements and provides 
smooth stable imaging. orsolaROM payload is fit for 
installation in various locations on fixed wings and 
rotor aircrafts.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
With high accuracy, excellent image quality and 
long wave solar reflection immunity orsolaROM 
provides an outstanding performance as needed 
for oil spill scanning. The system is customizable per 
specific customers’ needs and can include various 
combinations of inspection technologies targeted at 
achieving comprehensive survey capabilities.

PANORAMIC VIEW
orsolaROM features wide field of view cameras with 
3600 AZ coverage, providing a clear panoramic view of 
the scanned area

>> Outstanding high sensitivity to oil spills

>> High performance under flight conditions

>> Gyro stabilized gimbaled cameras

>> Set for high speed scanning 

>> HD video recording and storage

>> Combinations of: UV + IR + TV + Laser + Photo

>> Fit for most mounts & types of payloads

>> High resolution, Wide angles, HD

>>Makes UVisible

.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (CAN BE ACCOMODATED TO CUSTOMERS’ REQUIREMENTS) 
TCU - TURRET CAMERA UNIT  &  CONTROL UNITS  (ACCOMODATED TO CUSTOMER’S REQIREMENTS)

Type Four (4)* axis active steerable gyro-stabilized gimbal 

Stabilization <10 μRad

Dimensions Ø 300 mm 

Weight Less than 20 Kg (44lb) 

Power Requirements 20-30 VDC, 300W

Environmental Specs RTCA –  DO160 G

Coverage Az | Coverage El Full 360° Continuous | +20° to -120°

Hand Control Unit & Interface Unit With TCU operation controls, power distribution, serial 
communication, video tracking & video overlay functions.

Storage and Operation Temp Storage    -20°C - 60°C | -4°F - 131°F 
Operation -15°C - 40°C | 5°F - 104°F

UV IMAGER

Resolution 768x576

Spectral Range 340-370nm

Field of View H x V 30°

Polarization Linear

Control Polarization, Shutter speed

Zoom 10 optical x 12 digital, attained within 1 second

IR  HR THERMAL CAMERA  (ACCOMODATED TO CUSTOMER’S REQIREMENTS)

FOV 32°

Detector Array Size 1024x768 pixels

Thermal Sensitivity Better than 50mK @ 30°C

Spectral Range 7.5-14μm

Digital Zoom Yes

Focus Manual & autofocus

Thermal Resolution 50mK

Temp. Accuracy of Reading +/-1.5˚C, +/- 1.5% of reading

VIDEO  CAMERA ֹ  (ACCOMODATED TO CUSTOMER’S REQIREMENTS)
Image Sensor 1/2.8  CMOS type

Picture Quality 2.38 Megapixels (PAL, NTSC)

Spectral Range 400-650nm

Resolution  1920x1080p

Lens 30x Optical

Digital Zoom 12x (360x with optical zoom) 

Min. Illumination 0.35 Lux (F1.6, ICR o ); 0.095 Lux (F1.6, ICR on)

Viewing angle 63.7° (wide end) to 2.3° (tele end)

PHOTO FRAME CAMERA
Resolution 36Mpixel

Speed 6fps
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